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People Strategy - Outcomes
This process aims to establish a high-level but meaningful
People Strategy with full alignment and engagement of the
NDA Executive and other key stakeholders.
This will provide vital direction to functional strategies and
any existing/subsequent transformation programme.

Consideration of
the people
implications of
NDA’s business
strategy

Consideration of
the people
implications of
NDA’s wider
context

Engagement and
alignment across
various
stakeholder
groups

A high level but
specific People
Strategy document

High-level
roadmap
recommendations
at an enterprise
level
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High Level Approach to People and
HR Strategy
The Business Strategy and context is the starting point for the People Strategy, which looks at the
capabilities, leadership and employee experience NDA requires. The HR Strategy looks at how HR
will drive and support the People Strategy through specific strategies across the employee lifecycle,
driven through an effective HR Operating Model.
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People Strategy Development Process
GENERATE
INITIAL THEMES &
INSIGHTS

FRAME THE
CONTEXT

Lenses

ENGAGE,
COMMUNICATE &
ALIGN

KEY THEMES &
THEIR IMPACT ON
PEOPLE

WRITE STRATEGY
& ROADMAP

Design approach

121 stakeholder
conversations

Themes

Leadership

Capabilities

Experience

Stakeholder
workshops

A

Impact on people
strategy

B

Key changes

C

Coherence of
existing work with
aspirations

Roadmap

Initial findings review

Executive findings
review
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Framing The Context

Lens 1: Macro,
Governmental and
Regulatory Context

Lens 2: Core Purpose,
Strategy and Values

Lens 3: Capability and
Capacity Needs

Lens 4: Critical
Behaviours and
Culture Change
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Lens 1: Macro, Governmental And
Regulatory Context
Example Questions
•

How are changes in technology and business models likely to affect jobs and skills?

•

What are the people aspects of NDA’s strategy?

•

How does OneNDA inform our People Strategy?

•

How are NDA’s competitors and the nuclear sector defining EVP?

•

Which workforce of the future trends are already impacting or will become relevant for NDA?

•

Who are NDAs competitors in the employment market?
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Lens 2: Core Purpose, Strategy And
Values
Example Questions
•

What is NDA’s purpose and corporate strategy?

•

What are the most challenging aspects of the NDA strategy? Why?

•

How effective are the current People and HR Strategies?

•

How does NDA measure the impact of its current people strategy?

•

What is NDA’s commitment to the community and environment? How does this impact on people?

•

What are NDA’s values?

•

Which of NDA’s values must be amplified by the people strategy? Why?
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Lens 3: Capability And Capacity
Needs
Example Questions
•

Which capabilities will be critical for the future?

•

Which capabilities do we see risks around? (which ones are in decline, which ones are in demand, which
capabilities are also in high demand from other organisations?)

•

What does the spending review submission tell us about the capabilities NDA needs in the future?

•

Will NDA’s current approach to learning deliver its future needs?

•

How are other organisations developing their workforce composition?

•

What is the NDA’s current technology strategy? How does technology need to support the People Strategy?
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Lens 4: Critical Behaviours and
Culture Change
Example Questions
•

What key behaviours do future NDA leaders need to display?

•

Which cultural attributes will most help NDA to be successful into the future?

•

Which cultural strengths can NDA leverage?

•

Which aspects of current NDA culture restrict progress on strategy execution?

•

What do industry benchmarks suggest about trends in employee views and expectations about the work
experience?

•

Is NDA offering the right employee value proposition?
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People – Strategy Development timeline
•
•
•
•
•

Top down review of existing strategy, documentation and broader collateral - Sep / Oct 19
360 stakeholder engagement process – Nov / Dec2019
Outline strategy development and first draft – Jan 20
Peer review / QA process and refinement - Feb / March 20
S4 People Content finalised - Jun/Jul 20
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